Tactics in Defending the Faith

Each of us as a Christian ambassador faces two daunting challenges when trying to make a difference for Christ. First, how do we initiate conversations about spiritual things in a way that doesn’t seem awkward. Second, how do we keep ourselves from getting trapped or overwhelmed by others more aggressive than we are? Learn the techniques Greg Koukl has taught thousands of others that will put you in the driver’s seat in every exchange. In this seminar you’ll learn specific skills to help you initiate conversations effortlessly; stop challengers in their tracks and turn the tables; and graciously and effectively expose faulty thinking, presenting the truth clearly, cleverly, and persuasively. Are you tired of finding yourself flat-footed and intimidated in conversations about your faith and values? Do you want to increase your confidence and skill in discussions, no matter whom you’re talking to? Then “Tactics” is for you.

Greg Koukl is the founder and President of Stand to Reason, an organisation that trains Christians to think more clearly about their faith and to make an even-handed, incisive, yet gracious defense for classical Christianity and classical Christian values in the public square. He received his Masters in Philosophy of Religion and Ethics at Talbot School of Theology, graduating with high honors, and his Masters in Christian Apologetics from Simon Greenleaf University. He is an adjunct professor in Christian apologetics at Biola University. He is the author of Tactics—A Game Plan for Discussing Your Christian Convictions, Relativism: Feet Firmly Planted in Mid-Air with Francis J. Beckwith, and Precious Unborn Human Persons. He has hosted his own radio talk show for over 20 years advocating clear-thinking Christianity and defending the Christian worldview.

I. Introduction: Two Aspects to Christian Defense

II. Attitude--Your Attitude Influences Your Approach.
   A. Vertical Attitude, God-ward: God's Part and Man's Part

   B. Horizontal Attitude, Man-Ward: How to Approach Those You Witness To.

III. The Substance of Our Defense
   A. Christianity is True.
B. Christianity is a Religion Revealed in the Context of History.

IV. The Tactics
   A. Columbo
   
   B. Suicide
   
   C. Taking the Roof Off
   
   D. Rhodes Scholar
   
   E. "Just the Facts, Ma'am"
   
   F. Sticks and Stones
   
   G. The Steamroller

V. Conclusion